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The purpose of this illustration is to approximate the scale of how large the Face of Mars mausoleum to the ’God’ Ala-lu is in comparison to the core of the District of Columbia, the Mall. In comparison, the Martian mausoleum is  

massive in size taking up the entire width and breath of the Mall from the base of the Washington Monument to the Capital Hill for example. The various measurements typifies the Luciferian signatures of sacred numbers.   
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The scale of the Pleiadian Pyramid City approximates the relative 

size of a modern metropolitan city core. The only difference is that 

the various structures were massive in size and  

The size of the Face of  

Mars appears to be in phi  

ratio to the Capital Hill an the 

Washington Monument and 

the White House. 
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Due to the topography, Washington DC is one of the 

few places on Earth where the Martian Motif of the 

pyramid complex nearly approximates the positioning 

of the 3 structures on Mars.  

Washington DC 

Face of Mars  

to Scale 

THE SHAFT OF BA’AL 

666 ft total length 

666 inches pyramidion 

666 inch square base 

Pyramid Complex 

Cydonia, Mars 

40°44’33.60N 09°

27’40.29W 

@ ~13,00 ft elev 

Is it any coincidence that the size of the Face of 

Mars would envelope the entire Washington DC  Mall 

area. The size of the Pentagon Fortress would look like a 

massive mountain. The Mall can be likened to the Baphomet 

template with the Obelisk as the male organ, the Capital Hill is the 

‘flaming torch. The hands, one above and one below are the 2 triangles of 

the hexagram or the Star of Ramphan.  


